an area of land completely surrounded by
water.

Island

an inlet in the coastline of an ocean or lake,
normally eroded by the waves.

bay

land that rises from the ground around it but is
not as high as the mountain.

hills

a large region of land that projects from the
coastline into a sea or ocean.

cape

a very large area of salt water on Earth's
surface.

ocean

a large chunk of ice that floats in seas and
oceans. Most of the iceberg lies hidden
beneath the water's surface.

iceburg

jets of hot water and steam that gush up into
the air. They are formed when rainwater seeps
into the rocks and is heated by volcanic forces
deep in the ground.

geyser

hills of sand that are formed by the wind.

an area of land that has very little or no rain.

sand dunes

desert

a group of islands that are close together.

archipelago

a weak point in the Earth's crust, where molten
lava bursts through the surface. Past eruptions
of lava may build up to form a mountain.

volcano

a moderate to large body of water draining off
the land and normally flowing between banks
toward the sea or ocean.

river

landmasses that make up the seven major
geographical divisions of the world.

large area of flat land.

a deep valley, with steep sides, which often has
a river flowing through it.

a very high area of land.

continents

plain

canyon

mountain

a low-lying area, eroded from the land by a
river or glacier between two hills or mountains.

valley

a body of water that is surrounded by land.

lake

a body of running water (as a river or brook)
flowing on the earth.

stream

a deep recess or small valley in the side of a
mountain.

cove

a natural underground chamber or series of
chambers open to the surface

cave

a coral island consisting of a reef surrounding a
lagoon

atoll

a perpendicular or very steep descent of the
water of a stream

waterfall

a typically curved structural member spanning
an opening and serving as a support.

land in or predominantly in grass; especially : a
tract of moist low-lying usually level grassland.

arch

meadow

a very steep, vertical, or overhanging face of
rock, earth, or ice .

cliff

a shore of a body of water covered by sand,
gravel, or larger rock fragments.

beach

